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practice is most influenced by teacher learning. Teaching something
differently depends on teachers learning something new. It is the
learning that is key here. In fact, the idea of learning in and of itself is
even more important than the content area in which the learning is
taking place. The requirement to learn new content will always be a
part of any professional’s job, teachers included. The real power
comes in knowing how to go about doing that: in having the stance,
strategies, and skills to know how to learn. Yes, teachers often need to
learn something new about the particular content area (fractions in
this case) in order to be able to change their practice, but it is knowing
how to learn that is the transferable skill. In essence, teachers, like all
professionals, must learn how to learn something new. This will be
applied to learning about fractions, as well as every other content
area in which the teacher has a learning need. The investment in learning how to learn is the one that will yield the greatest return.
Knowing that classroom practice is key to changing student
achievement, many have tried to influence classroom practice through
professional development (PD). The logic is that if teachers learn
something new (through PD activities), they will teach differently
and have a positive impact on their students. However, as we will see
in Chapter 3, the link between professional development and teacher
practice is often weak (for example, see Wallace, 2009). Even in areas
that have strong research support, current models of professional
development tend to be fairly ineffective in changing teacher practice.
Thus, while the logic makes sense, the connection between professional development and changed practice breaks down at some point
during implementation. This is a key foundational tenet on which
this book rests; that is, that professional development often fails to
make a real impact on its participants because it tends not to do
enough to respect the psychological definition of learning—a permanent change in thinking or behavior. Professional development is
often not about learning at all. Learning that changes what people
The Path of School Improvement
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As we mentioned in Chapter 1 (when we explained our model), professional learning is enabled by learning foci for teachers and leaders,
collaborative inquiry that challenges thinking and practice, and formal and informal instructional leadership. In this chapter, we look at
how focus, collaborative inquiry, and instructional leadership enable
professional learning. Specifically, what do focus, collaborative
inquiry, and instructional leadership look like when they are working
to enable true professional learning that changes teacher practice?
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everyone makes mistakes, oh yes they do. Your sister and your brother
and your mother and father too. . . .” Big Bird sings that if you get
stuck while trying to count to ten, it’s okay and you should just start
over or get some help, and if you spill a glass of milk, your parents will
still like you as much as before because they too spilled milk when
they were small. The messages in this song are the same ones that
people are told throughout childhood and into adulthood: You won’t
be penalized for mistakes, and there are people around you who will
help you improve when you make them. Sometimes we are even told
that mistakes help us learn or grow—hence the saying “learn from our
mistakes”—and that we need to make them to get better. The problem
is that, for most people, this is just rhetoric, and the gap between saying and doing is a wide one.
The reality is that both children and adults are often penalized for
mistakes. Despite words to the contrary, children, both in school and
at home, often receive consequences for the mistakes they make,
rather than being encouraged to focus on problem solving and on
improvement in the future. The child who spills his milk is told it’s
okay but is given a cup with a lid the next time, “just to make sure
you don’t spill again.” And the adult who makes a mistake in the
workplace may be told not to worry, that the mistake is a way to
learn, but may find that when a similar task comes along again, it’s
given to someone else. And adults, both within and outside the workplace, spend more time blaming others for mistakes and separating
themselves from them, rather than trying to find a solution. This creates a culture where mistakes are not really seen as functional. When
push comes to shove, most people don’t really believe that mistakes
are an integral part of new learning. And so they make sure to avoid
them by protecting and perpetuating the status quo. This propensity
must be intentionally interrupted in order to enable real professional
learning.
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Coming Together in a Culture of “Niceness”
Taken together, you can see how the biases described above mitigate
against defining a narrow professional learning focus, against a collaborative inquiry process that challenges thinking and practice in
ourselves and others, and against a conception of instructional leadership framed in terms of a lead learner rather than a lead knower.
The biases impede the key enablers of real professional learning, and
they contribute to maintaining the status quo. This status quo can be
CO7489 • 9781743307489 • © 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Teacher Feedback Analysis Protocol
Instructions

Introduction (2 min)

• Leader to review process and norms
(follow the steps, no placing blame,
collaboration)
• Presenter to give a very brief
explanation of the assignment and
show the teacher work

Describing the teacher work (10 min)

• The group gathers as much
information as possible about the
work and describes what they see
(no judgements or interpretation of
what the teacher was doing).

Interpreting the teacher work (10 min)

• The group tries to make sense of
what the teacher was doing and
why. It tries to figure out what the
teacher was thinking, does/does not
understand, was most interested in,
and how he or she interpreted the
assignment.
• Seek out as many interpretations as
possible
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Table 6.1
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Implications for practice (10 min)

• The group discusses implications
for teaching and assessment in
the classroom based on their
observations and interpretations.

• The presenting principal summarizes
what he or she has learned and
thinks about next steps (with input
and feedback from the group).

Reflections on the process (5 min)

• The group reflects on how the
process worked, and individuals
share insights on what they learned.
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Discussing next steps (5 min)
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along with any grade, etc.), without interpretation (description only)
and without interruption from the presenter. For example, someone
might say, “I notice that this teacher has used a lot of comments like
‘good’ or ‘well done’ but has not given much detail about what makes
the work good or well done.” This is a description of what the person
sees. In contrast, an interpretation would be to say, “This teacher isn’t
using any descriptive feedback, it’s almost all evaluative; perhaps this
is a place where he or she needs to focus.” These kinds of interpretations are reserved for the third step, but it’s essential that the descrip-
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In Chapter 4, we described three key enablers of real professional
learning: focus, collaborative inquiry that challenges thinking and
practice, and instructional leadership (formal and informal). In
Chapter 5, we described the impediments to implementation of the
enablers in terms of the cognitive biases that inhibit real new
learning—that permanent change in thinking or behavior. And in
this chapter, we’ve outlined eight strategies that can work to intentionally interrupt the biases, thus allowing professional learning
(of the real sort) to be enabled:

2. Making preconceptions explicit
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1. Using protocols
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3. Ensuring that activities and interventions are rooted in problems of practice
4. Recruiting contradictory evidence
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5. Viewing mistakes as learning opportunities

w

6. Encouraging a growth (rather than a fixed) mindset

ro

7. Ensuring that problems of practice are questions that people
are curious about
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8. Giving people autonomy in time and task
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Having read this far, you are already on your way to enabling real
professional learning. Why would that be? Because we know that
awareness is the first step in intentional interruption. The biases work
silently in the background, often beneath conscious awareness, but
consistently thwarting implementation of the key enablers of real
professional learning. You now know about the biases, about how
they work, and about how to intentionally interrupt so as to minimize
their impact. Awareness is an important first step. But it’s not enough.

The Importance of Knowing AND Doing
Well-established research (Donovan et al., 1999) has shown that one
of the most important components of how people learn is metacognition.
Metacognition refers to a person’s knowledge about his or her own
cognitive processes (Flavell, 1976), or more casually, it means thinking
about one’s own thinking or learning. Importantly, there are two com© 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743307489 • CO7489

